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The effects of the inclusion of finite drift speed of a warm electron component on the existence of
arbitrary amplitude slow electron-acoustic solitons are investigated in a model with ions and cool,
warm, and hot electrons. All plasma species are treated as adiabatic fluids. For fixed densities of
the cool, warm, and hot electrons, the admissible Mach number ranges of the supported negative
potential solitons are found to widen with increasing warm electron beam speed, up to a maximum
value of vdbwo ¼ 0.7. Beyond this maximum value, the soliton Mach number ranges become
narrower and vanish completely at vdbwo ¼ 1.084 where a switch to positive polarity solitons
occurs. For a fixed value of the drift speed of the warm electrons, the cool electron density value at
which the switch to positive polarity soliton occurs is the lowest when there is no streaming of the
warm electrons but increases with increasing drift speed. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5002095

I. INTRODUCTION

Broadband electrostatic noise (BEN) collectively
describes electrostatic wave emissions in the broad frequency range of 10 Hz to 10 kHz. Electrostatic solitary
waves (ESWs) which are the signatures of Broadband
Electrostatic Noise have been observed by Geotail,1,2
Polar,3 and FAST4 satellites in the plasma sheet boundary
layer, magnetotail, and mid-altitude auroral regions of the
Earth’s magnetosphere, respectively. The bipolar pulses in
the electric field which propagate parallel to the magnetic
field have been observed in conjunction with electron flows
which are directed parallel and/or antiparallel to the magnetic field direction. The short period duration of the bipolar
pulses suggests that the ESWs are related to electron
dynamics. The observations of the BEN waveforms have
led to a number of theoretical and simulation studies which
attempt to explain the formation of the ESWs. The theoretical interpretation of ESWs which form in the nonlinear
stage of the electron beam instability is described in terms
of a Bernstein-Green Kruskal5 (BGK) soliton which is a
moving electrostatic potential perturbation (positive polarity) that is associated with a depletion in the electron density. The computer simulation studies of Omura et al.6
demonstrate the role of electron and ion beam instabilities
in the generation of the ESWs. The simulations show that
the temperature of the ions plays a much more significant
role than the ion flow speed in the formation of the ESWs,
which is in agreement with the characteristics of BEN
inferred from satellite observations.2 Whilst kinetic studies7–11 have shown that the linear electron-acoustic wave
accounts for frequencies up to the local electron plasma frequency, solitons which form in the nonlinear stage of the
electron-acoustic instability are likely to be responsible
for frequencies which exceed the local electron plasma
frequency.12,13 The mentioned studies highlight the
1070-664X/2018/25(1)/012318/8/$30.00

importance of the contributions of both linear and nonlinear
electron-acoustic waves to high frequency BEN.
The electron-acoustic mode with phase speed which lies
between the cool and hot electron thermal speeds is a normal
mode in a plasma with two-temperature electrons. On time
scales associated with (high frequency) electron dynamics,
the ions are immobile and provide neutrality in the (undisturbed) equilibrium state. The extension of the model to
three-electron temperatures (cool, warm, and hot), naturally,
invokes the presence of two electron-acoustic modes. The
cool (warm) electrons provide the inertia, and the warm (hot)
electrons provide the pressure in the propagation of the slow
(fast) electron-acoustic modes. Detailed studies of arbitrary
amplitude solitons associated with slow14 and fast15
electron-acoustic modes have been conducted in models in
which the cool, warm, and hot electrons are treated as adiabatic species.
The occurrence of slow-mode electron-acoustic solitons
having negative potentials14 is limited in the order of increasing cool electron density by the cool and then the warm electron number densities becoming unreal and ultimately by the
occurrence of double layers. A switch to positive potential
solitons occurs at nce0 ¼ 0:3, and the positive potential solitons are limited by the occurrence of double layers. Kakad
et al.16 considered a plasma model which is composed of two
(cold) species of electrons (of which one species is a beam)
and two-temperature ions. The ions in their model are considered to be very much hotter than the electrons, which justifies
neglecting their inertia by treating them as Boltzmann distributed. In such a case, the coexistence of negative and positive
potential solitons is shown.
Beams which are ubiquitous in space plasma environments provide a source for both linear instabilities
and nonlinear structures. Berthomier et al.17 showed that
the extension of a two-temperature electron model to
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include a warm beam of electrons favours the existence
of positive polarity solitons. Subsequent studies by
Cattaert et al.,18 Maharaj et al.,19 and Singh et al.20 in
models which retain inertia of the hot18,19 (warm20) electrons have shown the existence of positive polarity solitons without treating the hot18,19 (warm20) electrons as
drifting. The results of Sagdeev theory in predicting the
existence of nonlinear structures have been directly
applied to regions in the Earth’s magnetosphere where
counterstreaming electron beams are present.21–23
Bipolar shaped pulses which appear in electric field data
from the plasma sheet boundary layer21 and magnetosheath regions22 may be attributed to positive potential
electron-acoustic solitons.
In this paper, we investigate the effects of incorporating finite drift speed of the warm electrons on slow
electron-acoustic nonlinear structures. The modeling of
the three-temperature electrons as adiabatic fluids in this
and earlier 14,15,21–23 studies is based on the assumption
that the thermal speeds of the cool, warm, and hot electrons are not widely separated. Although the more commonly used and popular assumption is that the hot
electrons are Boltzmann distributed (i.e., the hot electrons are effectively massless), when attempting to interpret satellite observations,1–4 for such models, electronacoustic type nonlinear structures do not yield positive24
polarity solitons, which have been measured in the
plasma sheet boundary layer,1,2 magnetotail,3 and midaltitude auroral4 regions of the magnetosphere of Earth.
The possibilities for refining the theoretical models such
as retaining inertia of the warmer electrons and incorporating the effects of finite drift speed as considered in
this study may better align the theoretical findings with
observations.1–4
The plasma model and theory are presented in Sec. II.
Numerical results and discussion are presented in Sec. III.
The conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. PLASMA MODEL AND GOVERNING EQUATIONS

In a four-component model with cool, warm, and hot
electrons and ions (all are treated as adiabatic fluids), the
dynamics of each species j is governed by the equations of
continuity, momentum, and pressure balance
@nj @ðvj nj Þ
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The set of equations is closed by Poisson’s equation
@2U
¼ nce þ nhe þ nwe  ni :
@x2

(4)

The above equations are presented in the normalised
form. Zj ¼ þ1ð1Þ for ions (electrons), nj, vj, Pj, lj
¼ mj =me denotes the number density, speed, pressure, and
mass-ratio of species j, where j ¼ ce; we; he; i represents the
cool electrons, warm electrons, hot electrons, and ions. The
number densities are normalised by the total equilibrium
plasma density n0 ¼ nce0 þ nwe0 þ nhe0 . Time is normalised
by the inverse of the total electron plasma frequency
1=2
2
, speeds by the hot electron thermal
x1
pe ¼ ð4pn0 e =me Þ
speed Che ¼ ðThe =me Þ1=2 , spatial lengths by the Debye length
kd ¼ ðThe =4pn0 e2 Þ1=2 , and potential by The =e.
Transforming the above set of fluid equations to a frame
which is co-moving with the nonlinear structure by considering f ¼ x  Mt, where Mð¼ V=Che Þ is the normalised speed
of the nonlinear structure, and using boundary conditions for
localised solutions, nj ! nj0 ; Pj ! Pj0 ¼ nj0 Tj ; vj ! vdbj0 ;
U ! 0 at f ! 61, we obtain the expression for the density
of species j
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where dj ¼ Pj =ðlj nj0 Þ, and in this generic form, all plasma
species are allowed to drift with a speed vdbj0 .
The expression (5) for the density is rewritten in the
form proposed by Ghosh et al.25
2
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The density expressions (6) are substituted in the transformed Poisson’s equation, which, upon integration, yields
the energy-integral like equation
 
1 dU 2
þ VðU; MÞ ¼ 0;
2 df

(7)

where the expression for the Sagdeev pseudo-potential is
given by
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with the restriction vdbj0 ¼ 0 for the ions and cool and hot
electrons (j ¼ i; ce; he) and treating only the warm electrons
as drifting (vdbw0 6¼ 0). Only positive values for vdbw0 are
used having assumed that the direction of the drift is aligned
with the direction of wave propagation.
In the limit of small wave amplitudes, (8) can be Taylor
expanded, yielding
VðUÞ  C2 U2 þ C3 U3 þ   

(9)

for C2 ¼ 12 ðd2 VðUÞ=dU2 ÞU¼0 and C3 ¼ 16 ðd 3 VðUÞ= dU3 ÞU¼0 ,
where the second derivative is given by
 2
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The small amplitude solution26 of (7) is given by
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The phase speeds of the linear modes are numerically
obtained from C2 ¼ 0, with the lowest, intermediate, and

(8)

highest M-values corresponding to the ion-acoustic, slow
electron-acoustic, and fast electron-acoustic modes, respectively. The polarity of small-amplitude (Korteweg-de Vries)
solitons governed by the solution (12) is consistent with the
sign of (11).
The conditions governing the existence of solitons are
VðUÞ ¼ 0; dVðUÞ=dU ¼ 0; d 2 VðUÞ=dU2 < 0 at U ¼ 0 and
VðUÞ ¼ 0 at U ¼ U0 with VðUÞ < 0 for U0 < U < 0
(0 < U < U0 ) for negative (positive) potential solitons. For
double layers, the additional condition that has to be satisfied
is ðd 2 VðUÞ=dU2 < 0ÞU¼U0 , with U0 < 0ð> 0Þ for negative
(positive) potential double layers.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The admissible Mach number M ranges for the existence
of slow electron-acoustic solitons are shown as a function of
drift speed of the warm electrons vdbwo in Fig. 1(a) for normalised cool electron density nce0 ¼ 0:2 and warm electron
density nwe0 ¼ 0:3. For a fixed value of vdbwo, moving
upwards in the direction of increasing M in the figure, solitons are supported for a value of M which is between the
lower or critical M value, Mcrit , on the lower curve and the
upper M limit, Mmax , on the upper curve. The existence
domain has been demarcated into five regions according to
the reason for the upper M limits. The corresponding maximum amplitudes of the solitons are shown in panel (b).
In Region I, negative polarity solitons occur which are
limited by the occurrence of double layers, which is illustrated in Fig. 2 for a fixed value vdbwo ¼ 0.1 for the warm
electron drift speed. The polarity (negative) and the lower
and upper soliton Mach number M limits in the absence of
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FIG. 2. Illustration of the Sagdeev pseudo-potential, VðU; MÞ, profiles for
the slow electron-acoustic solitons. The labelling parameter is the Mach
number, M ¼ 0:5319 ðÞ; M ¼ 0:55 ð---Þ; M ¼ 0:56 ð  Þ; M ¼ 0:5634
ðÞ, and M ¼ 0:5655 ð    ). The fixed input plasma parameters are those
used in Fig. 1 (in Region I) with vdbwo ¼0.1 and nwe0 ¼ 0:3. The curve for
M¼0.5634 represents the double layer that limits the formation of solitons.

agreement with the results of Mbuli et al.,14 for the cool and
warm electron densities fixed at nce0 ¼ 0:2 and nwe0 ¼ 0:3. A
different combination of nce0 and nwe0 would yield existence
regions which differ from those shown in our Fig. 1 in view
of the findings in Ref. 14 that the polarity of the supported
solitons and the lower and upper limits on the soliton M
ranges are sensitive to a variation in the cool electron density
nce0 (for fixed nwe0 ) or the warm electron density nwe0 (for
fixed nce0 ).
For higher warm electron drift speeds, solitons in
Region II of Fig. 1(a) are found to be limited by the warm
electron density
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nwe0
ððM  vdbw0 Þ þ 3Twe Þ2 þ 2U
nwe ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2 3Twe
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2
(13)
þ ððM  vdbw0 Þ  3Twe Þ þ 2U

FIG. 1. (a) Existence domains for the slow electron-acoustic solitons as a
function of the warm electron drift speed, vdbwo, for a fixed value nce0 ¼ 0:2.
(b) The corresponding maximum amplitudes for the slow electron-acoustic
solitons are shown for a fixed value nce0 ¼ 0:2. The switch to positive polarity solitons is seen to occur at vdbw0 ¼ 1:084 in panel (b). The panel (c) illustrates that the value vdbw0 corresponding to where the switch to positive
polarity solitons occurs increases with increasing nce0 . The fixed input
plasma parameters are nwe0 ¼ 0:3; li ¼ 1836; Tce ¼ Ti ¼ 0:001, and
Twe ¼ 0.25.

streaming of the warm electrons (vdbwo ¼ 0) are consistent
with the M-range displayed for nce0 ¼ 0:2 in Fig. 1 of the
study by Mbuli et al.14 The lower limit M ¼ 0.5319 and the
upper limit M ¼ 0.5634 lie on the lower and upper curves in
Fig. 1(a), respectively. Figure 2 clearly shows that the upper
M limit coincides with the existence of a double layer. The
polarity (negative) of the solitons and the occurrence of double layers as the upper limits on the soliton M ranges corresponding to vdbw0 ¼ 0 (Region I) in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) are in

becoming unreal. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for
vdbw0 ¼ 0:65, a value that corresponds to Region II.
Considering higher warm electron drift speeds, solitons
in Region III are limited by the cool electron density
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
nce0
nce ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ðM þ 3Tce Þ2 þ 2U
2 3Tce
ﬃ
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2
(14)
 ðM  3Tce Þ þ 2U
becoming complex valued. The Sagdeev potentials in Fig. 4
look quite similar to those shown in Fig. 3; however, the solitons shown for vdbw0 ¼ 0:8 in Fig. 4 are limited by the cool
electron density (14) becoming unreal.
Solitons occurring for very high beam speeds
(vdbw0 > 1) in Region IV have negative potentials and are
limited by double layers as confirmed by the occurrence of a
double layer (M ¼ 0.4491) for vdbwo ¼ 1.075 in Fig. 5.
Figure 1(a) demonstrates that the range of M-values for
soliton formation increases with vdbw0 up to a maximum
value of vdbwo ¼ 0.7. Beyond this value, beam effects start to
dominate the plasma and then there is a decrease in the
M-number ranges until a switch to positive polarity solitons
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FIG. 3. Illustration of the Sagdeev pseudo-potential, VðU; MÞ, profiles
for the slow electron-acoustic solitons. The labelling parameter is the
Mach number, M ¼ 0:5854 ðÞ; M ¼ 0:6809 ð- - -Þ; M ¼ 0:759 ð  Þ; M
¼ 0:7863 ð  Þ, and M ¼ 0:7893 ð    ). The fixed input plasma parameters are similar to those used in Fig. 1 (in Region II) with vdbwo ¼ 0.65 and
nwe0 ¼ 0:3. Solitons do not occur beyond M ¼ 0.7863 as the warm electron
density nwe becomes unreal.

occurs at vdbwo ¼ 1.084 where Mcrit ¼ Mupper and Umax ¼ 0.
Kinetic studies9,10 which are based on equivalent models
show that with increasing speed of the beam of warm electrons, there is a transition from the electron-acoustic-instability to the beam-acoustic instability. The approximate
solution for the frequency of the electron-acoustic mode
which is coupled with a beam-acoustic mode as given in
xb
Ref. 9 is x ¼ kk ½vb0 6
1=2 . The dominance of the
2 2
kð1þ1=ðk kdh ÞÞ

electron-acoustic (beam) instability at low (high) values for
the warm electron drift speed and the coupling between the
two instabilities for moderate values of the beam speed as is

FIG. 4. Illustration of the Sagdeev pseudo-potential, VðU; MÞ, profiles for
the slow electron-acoustic solitons. The labelling parameter is the Mach
number, M ¼ 0.5729 (—), M ¼ 0:7 ð  Þ, M ¼ 0.75 (– –), M
¼ 0:8085 ð  Þ, and M ¼ 0:82 ð    ). The fixed input plasma parameters are those used in Fig. 1 (in Region III) with vdbwo ¼ 0.8 and nwe0 ¼ 0:3.
Solitons do not occur beyond M ¼ 0.8085 as the cool electron density nce
becomes unreal.
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FIG. 5. Illustration of the Sagdeev pseudo-potential, VðU; MÞ, profiles
for the slow electron-acoustic solitons. The labelling parameter is the
Mach number, M ¼ 0:4451 ðÞ; M ¼ 0:4479 ð- - -Þ; M ¼ 0:4488 ð  Þ,
M ¼ 0:4491 ð  Þ (double layer formed), and M ¼ 0:45 ð    ). The
fixed input plasma parameters are those used in Fig. 1 (in Region IV) with
vdbwo ¼ 1.075 and nwe0 ¼ 0:3.

apparent from the approximate expression (considering the
lower signed solution) are very well aligned with numerical
solutions for the real frequencies in Fig. 5 (Ref. 9) and Fig. 1
(Ref. 10). The reduction in both the lower (Mcrit) and upper
(Mupper) limits in the Mach number for the existence of slow
electron-acoustic solitons which we observe in Fig. 1(a) for
increasing large values of the beam speed (beyond
vdbw0 ¼ 0:7) indicates that there is a transition to the beamacoustic mode (x=k ¼ vdbw0 ), for which the associated nonlinear structures have only positive potentials. Consequently,
the decrease in the lower and upper limits in M for solitons
in Regions III and IV is justified by the change in soliton
polarity from negative to positive potentials (Region V) as a
transition from the slow electron-acoustic to the beamacoustic mode occurs. Both the lower and upper M limits for
solitons decrease for increasing beam speeds beyond
vdbw0 ¼ 0:7. The ratio of the upper to lower M limits for solitons, Mupper =Mcrit , becomes smaller until ultimately a switch
in soliton polarity occurs at the value vdbw0 ¼ 1:084 where
Mupper ¼ Mcrit [Fig. 1(a)], Umax ¼ 0 [Fig. 1(b)], and the third
derivative
of
the
Sagdeev
potential
vanishes
(d 3 VðUÞ=dU3 ÞU¼0 ¼ 0) as the solitons switch polarity from
negative (d3 VðUÞ=dU3 ÞU¼0 < 0) potentials for vdbw0 < 1:084
to
positive
(d 3 VðUÞ=dU3 ÞU¼0 > 0)
potentials
for
vdbw0 > 1:084. The value vdbw0 ¼ 1:084 at which a switch to
positive polarity solitons occurs is close to the minimum
threshold value vdbw0 ¼ 1:094 for which the slow electronacoustic mode becomes unstable. We recall that the sign of
(11) gives the polarity of small amplitude solitons. The vanishing of the third derivative of the Sagdeev potential
(d 3 VðUÞ=dU3 ÞU¼0 ¼ 0) at vdbw0 ¼ 1:084 and the reduction
(increase) in the width of the soliton M ranges for vdbw0
< 1:084 (vdbw0 > 1:084) near vdbw0 ¼ 1:084 are consistent
with a very large number of studies 14,15,18–20 in which polarity switches have been reported for electron-acoustic solitons. Positive polarity solitons occur for warm electron drift
speeds vdbwo > 1.084 (Region V). The Sagdeev potentials
shown in Fig. 6 for vdbwo ¼ 1:092 confirm the existence of
positive polarity solitons which are shown to be limited by
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the occurrence of a double layer (M ¼ 0.4049). Considering
that the maximum value of the warm electron drift speeds in
our study is slightly more than that of the hot electron thermal speed, we conclude based on the results from kinetic
theory,9,10 in particular, Fig. 5 (Ref. 9) and Fig. 1 (Ref. 10),
that the range of warm electron drift speed values
(1:084 < vdbw0  1:093) in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) where positive
polarity solitons start to emerge is in the transition region
between the electron-acoustic and beam-acoustic modes.
Figures 2–6 which show Sagdeev potentials for warm
electron drift speed values typical of all five soliton regions
are all similar in that we found only one polarity of soliton
supported and not the coexistence of negative and positive
potential solitons. We recall that in an earlier plasma model
by Kakad et al.16 with two-temperature hot ion species
which are treated as Boltzmann distributed, the coexistence
of negative and positive potential solitons is shown to occur.
The existence regions as a function of nce0 in Fig. 7 are
shown for values of vdbwo fixed at 0 [panel (a)], 0.4 [panel
(b)], and 0.9 [panel (c)]. In Fig. 7 [panels (a)–(c)], the progression of the upper M limits for slow electron-acoustic solitons is imposed by the cool electron density (14) becoming
unreal in Region I, the warm electron density (13) becoming
unreal in Region II, negative polarity solitons limited by
double layers in Region III, and positive polarity solitons
which are limited by double layers in Region IV. Comparing
with the expression (6), we point out that the negative sign is
used in the density expression (14) for the cool electrons
which are supersonic (M > 3Tce ) for the slow electronacoustic mode, as opposed to the positive sign being used in
the density expression (13) for the warm electrons which are
subsonic (M < 3Twe ) for the slow electron-acoustic mode.
The switch to positive polarity solitons occurs at nce0 ¼ 0:3
[panel (a)], 0.475 [panel (b)], and 0.652 [panel (c)] for vdbwo
¼ 0, 0.4, and 0.9, respectively. The Mach number ranges for
solitons increase in Regions I and II and decrease in Regions
III and IV with an increase in warm electron drift speed. The
general trend observed in Fig. 7(d) that the cool electron density at which the switch to positive polarity solitons occurs
increases with the drift velocity is explained in terms of the
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large magnitude of the sum of the positive signed contributions of the warm and hot electrons in (11), which will
require a large density of the cool electrons nce0 [negative
signed contribution to (11)] to reduce the (positive signed)
contribution of the hot electrons, for balance. The (positive
signed) contribution of the ions (fourth term) is negligible in
that it can be ignored because of the large ion to electron
mass ratio (li ¼ 1836).
A model with counterstreaming23 electron beams and
consideration of fast electron-acoustic solitons is beyond the
scope of this paper; however, we will provide brief insights
into the effects of counterstreaming beams on slow and fast
electron-acoustic solitons. Our numerical computations for a
model with a warm (speed v1) and (counterstreaming) hot
electron beam (speed jv2 j) having the same speed
(v1 ¼ jv2 j ¼ jvj) but different densities and temperatures
(electron beams of the same speed, density, and temperature
are considered in Ref. 23) reveal that the phase speed of the
slow electron-acoustic mode increases with the beam speed
of the counterstreaming beams (the ratio M=Mcrit decreases
if M is fixed). The phase speed of the fast electron-acoustic
mode, on the other hand, decreases with increasing speed of
the counterstreaming beams (the ratio M=Mcrit increases if M
is fixed). This explains the observed increase (decrease) in
the negative (positive) potential slow (fast) soliton amplitudes with increasing beam speed in Ref. 23 as M moves further away from (gets closer to) the value Mcrit at which
solitons do not exist. We found that the ranges of beam
speeds which support the existence of slow and fast electronacoustic solitons are very narrow; however, they are wider
for the slow (0  jvj  0:005) mode in comparison with the
fast (0  jvj  0:0002) mode which is in agreement with the
results of Lakhina et al.23 For our choice of a low value of
nce0 ¼ 0:2 for the cool electron density (nce0 ¼ 0:5 was used
in Ref. 23), we found that the slow and fast electron-acoustic
solitons are limited by double layers. The negative potential
slow electron-acoustic solitons in Ref. 23 which are found to
be limited by one of the electron densities (as opposed to the
double layer limit found in our study) are expected due to
the different choice of value for the cool electron density.
These findings will be presented in more detail in a forthcoming article.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

FIG. 6. Illustration of the Sagdeev pseudo-potential, VðU; MÞ, profiles
for the slow electron-acoustic solitons. The labelling parameter is the
Mach number, M ¼ 0:3939ðÞ; M ¼ 0:403ð- - -Þ; M ¼ 0:404ð  Þ; M
¼ 0:4049ð  Þ (double layer formed), and M ¼ 0:406ð    ). The fixed
input plasma parameters are those used in Fig. 1 (in Region V) with
vdbwo ¼ 1.092 and nwe0 ¼ 0:3.

In a model with cool, warm, and hot electrons and ions,
two electron-acoustic modes are supported, if inertia is
retained at least for the cool and intermediate temperature
(warm) electrons. The slow electron-acoustic mode phase
speed is between
the thermal speeds
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ of the cool and warm
electrons
3vtce ⱗVð x=kÞⱗ 3vtwe . The fast electronacoustic mode phase speedplies
pﬃﬃﬃ and hot
ﬃﬃﬃ between the warm
ⱗVð
x=kÞⱗ
3vthe . The
electron
thermal
speeds
3
v
twe
pﬃﬃﬃ
factor 3 arises from treating all species as adiabatic fluids
and normalising the nonlinear structure speed with respect
pto
ﬃﬃﬃ
a thermal speed (hot electrons) and neglecting the factor 3.
The studies of slow14 and fast15 electron-acoustic solitons
are based on the model composed of ions, cool, warm, and
hot electrons in which all species are treated as adiabatic
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FIG. 7. In the upper left hand panel (a), we show the existence domain in the absence of an electron beam (vdbwo ¼ 0). It is noted that the polarity switch occurs
at nce0 ¼ 0:30. In the remaining panels, we consider finite values of vdbwo. In the lower left panel (b), for vdbwo ¼ 0:4 Che , the polarity switch takes place at
nce0 =no ¼ 0:475. In the upper right panel (c), the polarity switch is found at nce0 ¼ 0:652 no for vdbwo ¼ 0.9. In the lower right hand panel (d), the general
behaviour of the nce0 =no value for a polarity switch as a function of vdbwo is shown. The fixed input plasma parameters are those used in Fig. 1 with the warm
electron number density fixed at nwe0 ¼ 0:3.

fluids. The effects of incorporating finite drift speed for the
warm electrons on the existence of slow electron-acoustic
solitons have been investigated in this paper. The direction
of the streaming of the warm electrons is assumed to be
aligned with the direction of wave propagation.
Fixing the value of the cool nce0 ¼ 0:2 and warm nwe0
¼ 0:3 electron densities, only negative potential solitons are
supported for low values of the warm electron drift speed
vdbwo. The upper M limits for negative potential solitons as
vdbwo increases are imposed, respectively, by the occurrence
of double layers, the warm and then the cool electron density
becoming unreal, followed by solitons which are limited by
the occurrence of (negative potential) double layers. The
admissible soliton Mach number ranges are seen to widen
with increasing drift speed of the warm electrons until an
optimum value vdbwo ¼ 0.7. Beyond vdbwo ¼ 0.7, the width of
the M-ranges starts to decrease until the value vdbwo ¼ 1.084
is reached at which point Mcrit ¼ Mupper and Umax ¼ 0, which
signifies that a switch to positive polarity solitons occurs. At
the switch-over point (vdbw0 ¼ 1:084), the soliton solution
disappears (Umax ¼ 0) and therefore the range of M values
䉭M ¼ Mupper  Mcrit ¼ 0 as is seen in Fig. 1(a). The range

of warm electron drift speeds (1:084 < vdbw0  1:093), for
which positive polarity solitons are supported, lies in the
transition region between the slow electron-acoustic and
beam-acoustic modes (x=k ¼ vdbw0 ) considering that the
beam speed of the warm electrons is only marginally greater
than the thermal speed of the hot electrons,9,10 and therefore,
the solitons are associated with the coupled electron-acoustic
and beam-acoustic modes. Considering the kinetic theory
studies9,10 which demonstrate that increasing beam speed of
the warm electrons invokes a transition from an electronacoustic mode to a beam-acoustic mode, the positive polarity
solitons are very likely associated with the slow electronacoustic mode which is coupled with a beam-acoustic mode.
The existence ranges as a function of the cool electron
concentration for different fixed values of vdbwo demonstrate
that the nce0 value at which the switch to positive polarity
solitons occurs increases with increasing drift speed of the
warm electrons. The presented existence regions for slow
electron-acoustic solitons show that the influence of including finite drift speed of the warm electrons has the effect of
moving where the transition from negative to positive polarity solitons occurs in vdbwo (nce0 ) with increasing nce0 (vdbwo).
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The range of M-values for soliton formation in the different
existence regions is also dependent on the particular value of
vdbwo.
The importance of the role of drifting warm electrons in
invoking a switch to positive potential solitons verified in
this study is consistent with the theoretical findings of
Berthomier et al.17 Furthermore, the consideration of warm
electrons as a beam species in this study better aligns the theoretical model with plasmas which occur in the terrestrial
magnetosphere as the association of high frequency broadband electrostatic noise with the presence of drifting electrons (beams) is very well established.1–4
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